
// 6466/6471

// 6816RT// 6823/6832

// 8381 // 8384

// 6300TC

// 6485

// 814CR6 

Snug-fitting reversible knit 
cap featuring a soft brown 
fleece side for work and a 
stretchable Realtree Xtra® 
side for the weekend.

Stretchable fleece on the 6823/ 
6823HV keeps your head, face, 
and neck warm in the coldest 
conditions. The 6832 features 
lightweight, stretchable spandex 
with 3-panel design for all-day 
comfort and protection.

Type R Class 3 Performance 
3-in-1 Bomber Jacket 
features a zip-out, wearable 
fleece vest, 300D ripstop 
polyester outer shell and 
pockets galore.

Type R Class 3 Thermal Parka 
delivers warmth and visibility 
at an exceptional value with  
a quilted insulation/fleece 
combo and waist drawstring 
that cinches tight.

Rugged outerwear built to  
be the first layer of protection 
against the elements. 
Designed to protect against 
snow, wind, rain, and even 
the coldest temperatures.

Keeps wearers warm and 
comfortable by wicking away 
moisture and protecting from 
winter wind and sun. Additional 
patterns available.

One-piece ice traction 
device for shoes and boots, 
now with eight durable 
tungsten carbide studs  
for the sharpest tenacious 
grip available.

Cut-resistant insulated thermal 
utility gloves deliver enhanced 
ANSI A6-level protection from 
cut and slash, and feature a 
weather-resistant outer shell.
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// 6435/6480
Moisture-wicking fabrics with 
brushed interior and venting 
keeps workers warm and dry 
when the temperatures drop.
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// 817WP

// THERMAL COLLECTION

// THERMAL FR COLLECTION

// 8377

// WARMING PACKS

Dual-layer 3M™ Thinsulate™ 
insulation and waterproof insert 
inside a weather-resistant ripstop 
outer shell + DWR finish delivers 
maximum working warmth.

Thermal bomber jacket is 
made from durable, ANSI-
compliant materials with a 
quilted, insulated body and 
sleeves, and black panels 
to hide dirt and wear.

Arc-rated materials provide the 
ultimate warmth and protection. 
All products meet the requirements 
of ASTM F1506, per NFPA 70E. 
Nomex and Modacrylic versions 
available.

Stay protected with balaclavas and 
hats that offer stretch, comfort, and 
warmth. Hi-Vis lime fleece with  
reflective piping for increased visibility.

Self-contained packs 
add heat anywhere 
when exposed to air. 
Hand, toe, and foot 
warming pack  
configurations available.
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// 6310 // 6315
One-piece ice traction device 
with 10 carbon steel studs  
for tenacious grip and stability. 
Adjustable cord cinches tight 
for a secure fit on shoes and 
boots.

Strap-on device with rugged 
steel plates that turn boot 
heels into ice picks, leaving 
the mid-foot free for vehicle 
operation, ladders, and rails. 
Channeled design will not 
retain ice, snow, or debris.
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